Full-time Vacancy

Job Title:
Summary:

Poultry Farm Cleaner
To effectively and efficiently clean poultry farms to a high standard.

Reports to:

Poultry Farm Cleaning Manager

Last updated:

January 2017

Duties:
- To manually clear litter waste from the floor, nest boxes, shelves, cases and slats
- To thoroughly wash/clean the site and all areas using pressure washers, soaps and cleaning
liquids provided, to a testable standard i.e. swab tests
- Move litter waste by using a back-pack blower as required
- Using a skid steer loader, move waste litter out of sheds and load on to vehicle for removal
- Manually assist the loading of waste litter on to vehicles
- Perform general basic maintenance on your pressure washer to keep it working effectively
- Clear dirty water from site used to clean sheds and leave site tidy
- To effectively and proactively communicate with other members of your team
- To proactively look to improve processes and promote change to reduce waste
- To positively represent the company at all times, being polite and helpful to others
- To assist in other reasonable duties as required by the company
- Working unsociable hours including very early mornings, weekends and overtime where
required by the Company

Skills:
-

Keen approach with a positive can do attitude
Good concentration and work focus
Flexible and adaptable approach to tasks
Professional, polite and courteous manner
Health & Safety awareness of yourself and others

Qualifications:
- Training Provided

Desirable or beneficial to the role but not essential:
- Ability to drive skid steer loader or similar
- Basic mechanical skills
- Previous experience in a similar role or industry is beneficial, but full training will be given
- The role may include lifting and manoeuvring heavy loads
- The role is within a busy and demanding environment, where conditions are often smelly,
dirty and dusty.

